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The problem of how a converging electromagnetic pulse propagates radially inward, guided by two
conducting disks, is studied in connection with a new accelerator concept. A Green's function solution
is obtained for an idealized model of the system. A simple expression for the maximum electric field
near the axis of the system is obtained, which is useful for estimating the fields to be expected in an
accelerator. These solutions are compared with two-dimensional, electromagnetic simulations, and
some nonideal effects are discussed, including the effect of finite disk radius and the presence of a hole
in the center of each disk.
1. INTRODUCTION
An accelerator concept has .been proposed l which uses recent advances in laser
technology to switch pulsed power on picosecond time scales. The idea is to
charge a photoconductive wire located between two conducting disks on a
nanosecond (or longer) time scale and then to use a laser to dump the charge
onto one of the disks in a few picoseconds. An electromagnetic pulse then
propagates radially inward and grows in amplitude roughly as r- 1I2 , where r is the
distance from the axis of the disks. If the pulse is short enough, electrical
breakdown will not occur, and large electric fields can be obtained near the axis
of the disks where small holes allow the acceleration of a charge bunch traveling
along the axis. These disks can then be stacked together to form a linear
accelerator or linac. The principle of obtaining voltage multiplication through a
radial line accelerator was demonstrated in the late 1960s for pulses with
nonosecond rise times by Hardwig. 2 The renewed interest in these concepts
comes from the increased breakdown strengths which are believed possible for
picosecond-long pulses.
Fundamental to the operation of an accelerator of this type is the question of
how does the pulse propagate between the disks. Because of geometrical factors,
the line is dispersive. This causes the pulse to be distorted as well as amplified as
it propagates inward. What factors determine the amplitude and shape of this
wave?
In Section 2, an analysis is presented which describes the propagation of an
electromagnetic pulse between two infinitely large conducting plates, driven by a
current source at a fixed radial position. A general Green's function solution is
t Permanent address: Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
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obtained for the initial-value problem, and numerical examples for specific
current sources are presented. For, a parabolic current pulse with peak current I
and duration 1', at position r' , the maximum electric field on axis is given by
E = 65 MV1m I[kA]/(1'[ps]r'[cm])1/2. (1)
This expression provides a good estimate of the electric fields one can expect in
an accelerator. For a wire located at r' = 6 cm and discharged in l' = 10 ps, a peak
current of 1== 190 kA would produce an accelerating field of E = 1.6 GeV1m,
assuming no electrical breakdown. The estimate by Willis was 1= 32 kA. l The
analysis leading to Eq. (1) was primarily considered to model the accelerator
concept proposed by W. Willis l and recently expanded upon by Cassell and
Villa. 3 However, the analysis and the resulting estimate of the field strength, Eq.
(1), may find more general application. In particular, this model should also give
a good estimate of the accelerating gradients obtainable in a wake-field
accelerator concept employing radial transmission lines.4
In Section 3, the simulation method and results are discussed. The effects of
finite radius disks are demonstrated, and' the coupling between the electromag-
netic pulses in neighboring stages of the linac is discussed.
2. GREEN'S FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF INFINITE RADIAL
TRANSMISSION LINE
As an idealized model of the radial transmission line, assume two infinite
conducting disks located a distance b apart. We will neglect the presence of the
hole in the center of the real system, as well as the fact that the disks have only a
finite radial extent. From Ampere's law and Faraday's law, we obtain a wave
equation for the electric field in the usual way:
(2)
Here E is the electric field and J is the current density. We will use cgs units (c is
the speed of light). There exists a mode on the radial line which has only Ez and
B 8 components of the field, and both field components are independent of the
axial coordinate z. It is this mode we wish to excite. Therefore, we have V· E = O.
In order to excite this mode, the pulse length l' cannot be too short. In fact, c1'
must be much larger than b or other modes will be produced on the line. With
these assumptions, Eq. (2) becomes
(l/r) a(r aElar)/ar - (1/c2) a2Elat2 = (4Jr/c2) aJlat, (3)
where we have not written the implied z subscript on E and J, because they are
the only nonzero components. Furthermore, the current source J, which launches
the wave onto the line is independent of z and is localized at a radius r', so
aJlat = [i(t)/2Jr][ t5(r - r')lr],
where t5 is the delta function.
(4)
RADIAL TRANSMISSION LINE
We define the Laplace transform of a function of time t as
f(w) =rdte- i011(t),
and the Hankel transform of a function of the radial coordinate r as
45
(5)
(6)g( l;) =LoodrrJo( l;r)g(r),
where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind and zero order. Using Eq. (4) in
Eq. (3) and applying these transforms, we get
E( C, (1J) = 2j( (1J )Jo(Cr')/( (1J2 - C2C2). (7)
We can use the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms to write the
solution for E(r,t) as
where
E(r, t) =Loodt'i(t')G(r, r', t - t'),
1 Loo J. ;oo(t-t')
G(r, r', t - t') = -2 dl;l;Jo( l;r) dw (e2 l;2 2) 2To( l;r').n 0 Br (1J - C
(8)
(9)
The inverse Laplace transform can be performed by closing the Bromwich
contour. From the residues of the simple poles at (1J = ± Cc, we get
2 LooG(r, r', t - t') = - - dClo( 'r)Jo('r') sin ['c(t - t')]8(t - t'),
c 0
(10)
where 8(t - t') is the Heavyside step function. This integral is tabulated,S and Eq.
(10) becomes
G(r, r', t - t') = 0 for 0 < c(t - t') < r' - r
-1 [r,2 + r2- c2(t - t')2]
= ",c::;P-1I2 2 'cyrr rr
for r' - r < c(t - t') < r' + r
-2 [c2(t - t')2 - r2- r,2]
= '" c::; Q-112cn y rr' 2rr'
for r' + r < c(t - t'), (11)
where P -112 and Q-112 are the Legendre functions of the first and second kinds,
respectively. In writing Eq. (11), we have assumed that r < r'. This solution
describes the wave which initially propagates inward. The solution for r > r', i.e.,
the initially outward propagating wave, is obtained by interchanging rand r'.
Physically, the solution divides into three regions because of the finite speed of
the wave. For c(t - t') < r' - r, the pulse, which originated at r' and t' has not yet
arrived at r. Therefore, the solution is zero. After the pulse has had time to
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(12)
arrive, but before any of the signal can reflect from the axis, r' - r < c(t - t') <
r' + r, the solution is described by. the Legendre function of the first kind. Finally,
after the pulse which reflected from the axis arrives ar r, c(t - t') > r' + r, the
solution is given by the Legendre function of the second kind.
The solution can be expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first
kind, K, by using the following identities;
p -ll2(Z) = 3- [2/(z + l)jl12K(YZ=1tVz+l),
Jr
Q-1/2(Z) = [2/(z + 1)]1I2K([2/(z + 1)]112),
and
Defining x as
x = [c2(t - t')2(r - r')2]1I2/[rr']1I2,
the Green's function of Eq. (11) can be written
-2G(r, r', t - t') =- O(c(t - t') - (r' - r)]
Jr
{ o[(r' + r) - c(t - t')]K(x/2) 20[c(t - t') - (r' + r)]K(2/X)}x (rr')ll2 + [c2(t _ t')2 - (r' - rf]1I2 ·
This Green's function can be used in Eq. (8) to find the electric field caused by
any current profile. Although the analysis was carried out for a source localized at
r', the effect of extended current sources can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (8)
by the appropriate current profile and integrating over r', provided the current
density is a separable function of rand t. The behavior of the Green's function is
shown in Fig. 1. Note that the quantity that appears in the integral is the time
derivative of the current, i(t). If a steady current is suddenly turned on so that
i(t) is proportional to a delta function in time, the first term in Eq. (12) shows
that the amplitude of the electric field increases as r- 1I2 times the complete elliptic
integral. The elliptic integral becomes infinite when the wave, which reflects from
the axis, reaches r. Thus, for an infinitely fast turn-on of the current, the electric
field will become infinite at some time for every point on the transmission line.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to consider current sources which have finite
time derivatives.
The integral has been performed numerically for two different current profiles:
a current profile which is parabolic in time,
(13)
and a trigonometric profile,
(14)
Recall that it is the time derivative of the current profile that appears in the
integral of Eq. (8). Although, the parabolic current profile vanishes at t = 0 and









FIGURE 1 Green's function, Eq. (12), for r = r'; the reflected signal is singular.
t = 7:, its derivative is finite then. The trigonometric profile is "smoother" in the
sense that both the derivative and the function vanish at the beginning and end of
the pulse.
The results of the numerical integration, for finite r, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
There are minor differences in the results for the two profiles, but there are





















FIGURE 2 Electric field amplitude as a function of time near the current source (rlr' = 0·99) for the
current profiles given by Eqs. (13) and (14). After the short pulse (cr/r' = 0.06) passes, the signal















FIGURE 3 Electric field amplitude as a function of time near the axis (rlr' = 0.1) for the current
profiles given by Eqs. (13) and (14). The signal which reflects from the axis arrives much sooner as the
observation point nears the axis.
mimics the current profile. Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 3, we see that this pulse
grows as it moves radially inward (roughly as r- 1I2). When the pulse which
reflects from the axis returns to r, it has been distorted by the dispersion in the
line to contain both positive and negative values of the field. Of course, as the
observation point r gets closer to the axis, the time interval between the primary
pulse and the reflected pulse gets smaller. If cr > r, a portion of the primary pulse
will exist simultaneously at the same point with a portion of the reflected pulse.
At the origin, this overlap exists through the entire pulse. The Green's
function, Eq. (12), becomes particularly simple at the origin. The result can be
obtained by taking the limit as r~ 0 in the second term of Eq. (12), which is the
only one that survives, or by evaluating the integral of Eq. (10) for r = O. The
result is
-28[c(t - t') - r']
G(r = O,r' ,t - t') = [2( ')2 '2]112 .cc t-t -r
Acknowledging the symmetry between rand r', we see the Green's function in
this form reduces to the well-known result discussed by Morse and Feshbach for
the two-dimensional wave equation.6 For the parabolic current profile, Eq. (13),
the integral of Eq. (8) using Eq. (15) is elementary, but messy. However, for
cr« r', an approximate result is that the electric field peaks at ct = r' + cr/4 and
has the value
8y'2
E =- L [c(crr')]-1I2max 30 . (16)
















FIGURE 4 Calculation of the electric field profile on axis. For short pulses, (c't'« r'), the peak
amplitude for the parabolic current profile is given by Eq. (16). The result for the trigonometric
current profile is only slightly different.
These results agree with the numerical calculation shown in Fig. 4. The
expression in Eq. (1) was obtained from Eq. (16) by expressing the result in
practical units. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the result is not very sensitive to
the exact current profile. Note that only slightly more than half of the electric
field pulse is of the proper sign for acceleration on axis. Thus a 10-ps current
pulse cannot accelerate a beam much longer than 5 ps. For the wake-field
accelerator concept employing radial transmission lines,4 the pulse on axis is of
the correct sign for acceleration of electrons during the second portion of the
pulse. For both pulse shapes considered here, this part of the pulse is smaller and
shorter than the initial part of the pulse.
3. SIMULATION METHOD AND RESULTS
A simulation of the operation of a set of radial transmISSIon lines has been
performed with the two-dimensional electromagnetic particle-in-cell model ISIS.7
Only the field solver is used in the calculation. Maxwell's equations are solved on
~ finite-difference mesh in cylindircal r-z coordinates. The geometry of the
calculation is shown in Fig. 5. There are four electrically floating, conducting
disks, each 60 mm in radius and 0.5 mm thick. They are separated axially by
1 mm. There is a conducting tube with radius 75 mm surrounding the disk.s. A
wave is launched onto the line by imposing the parabolic current of Eq. (13)
between the two innermost conductors at r' = 50 mm. The pulse length t' is 10 ps.











FIGURE 5 Snapshot of the electric vector plot from a two-dimensional simulation for ct = 40 mm.
The calculation uses four disks. The current source is located between the two innermost disks at
r' = 50 mm. The primary pulse can be seen near r = 10 mm.
time step is at =0.16 ps. This figure is a snapshot vector plot of the electric field,
taken at ct =40 mm. The little arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the
electric .field. The pulse that was launched at r' = 50 mm is near r = 10 mm and
can be seen in the figure. There are indications of other pulses in the system that
are much smaller in ~mplitude. This effect will be discussed later.
Probes are placed at various radial positions between the disks to measure the
electric field at those points as a function of time. Figure 6 shows the results of
the calculation for three probes located between the middle two disks. These
probes exhibit the same features as the calculations in Figs. 2 through 4, except
there are extra pulses which can be attributed to reflections from the outer edge
of the disks. The primary pulse is unaffected by these additional pulses, since they
occur later in time. If the particles to be accelerated are sufficiently far apart,
these additional pulses will not affect the operation of the accelerator. The
amplitude and shape of the primary pulse agree well with the analytic calculation.
Figure (6a) shows the primary pulse, which is described by the model, then three
smaller pulses caused by reflections from the outer edge, and then the large
bidirectional pulse corresponding to the primary signal reflecting from the axis as
shown in Fig. 2. The probe shown in Fig. 6b is sufficiently closed to the axis that
the signal reflected from the axis arrives before the signal reflected from the outer
edge. This will be true for all points closer to the axis. Even on axis, where the
hole in the disks can be expected to modify the wave, we find the peak amplitude
of the primary pulse to agree within 10% of the idealized model. Furthermore the
reversal of the sign of the electric field can be seen in Fig. 6c, in agreement with
the theoretical prediction shown in Fig. 4.
There is coupling of the signal between one set of disks and a neighboring
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FIGURE 6 Electric field probe signals from simulation in center radial transmission line: (a) probe
at r = 49.9 mm, Z = 2.5 mm; (b) probe at r =5 mm, Z = 2.5 mm; (c) probe at r =0, Z = 2.5 mm.
Compare with theory results in Figs. 2 through 4.
transmission line. Although no current was imposed between the outer disks,
probes placed in these regions showed signals. Figure 7 shows the result from
three of these probes. Figure 7a shows the probe signal at the same radial
position as the probe in Fig 6a, except that it is located between the two disks to





























FIGURE 7 Electric field probe signals from simulation in undriven radial transmission line: (a)
probe at r = 49.9 mm, Z = 1.0 mm; (b) probe at r =5 mm, Z = 1.0 mm; (c) probe at r = 0, Z = 1.0 mm.
These signals are the result of coupling to the center transmission line.
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between these two disks, at the same radial positions as the probes of Figs. 6b
and 6c, respectively. Judging from the time of arrival of the signals, the coupling
probably occurred at the outer edge of the disks. It is also clear that some of the
signals result from reflections of the electromagnetic wave off the outer
conducting tube. A change of geometry may reduce this coupling. Notice that
signals are almost an order of magnitude smaller than the signals between the
innermost disks and occur sufficiently late to have no effect on an accelerating
beam.
4. SUMMARY
This study has demonstrated that the propagation of electromagnetic pulses on a
radial line is complicated by the dispersion of the line. The ampljfication of the
wave is not simply r-1/2. The dispersion causes the field to reverse sign and the
pulse to distort as it propagates. A relatively simple Green's function describing
waves on an infinite transmission line, Eq. (12), has been obtained. This solution
adequately describes many of the features of wave propagation on a finite
transmission line as demonstrated by the simulations. A simple estimate of the
electric field amplitude on axis, Eq. (1), has also been obtained. The feasibility of
using radial transmission lines in linear accelerators will depend on whether the
currents and pulse lengths for achieving large accelerating gradients, as specified
by this estimate, can be obtained within the limitations of laser technology and
photoemissive diodes.
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